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The classical view of inventory data collection is that of employees filling out forms
of various kinds throughout the warehouse and production areas, which are then
forwarded to a central data entry location, where hordes of clerks keypunch the data
into a central computer database. Although this was a reasonably accurate view of
the situation in the past, the types of systems available for collecting information
are now more efficient and effective. These systems were developed because of a
growing recognition that traditional data collection methods require a great deal of
employee time that could be better spent on value-added tasks. Also, having a secondary
data entry step increases the likelihood of keypunching errors, which can
be completely avoided by some of the data collection methods discussed in this
chapter.

Some of the data systems that can be used to collect inventory information are
shown in Exhibit 1-1. They lie along a continuum that begins with loosely formatted
data, such as that found on a faxed document, and ends with perfectly formatted
data that can be directly entered into a computer system without alteration, such as
electronic data interchange (EDI) transactions or transactions entered through an
electronic form. A special case is document imaging, which can be tightly coupled
to a company’s computer systems or maintained as a freestanding system with no
linkages at all. Accordingly, it is surrounded by a larger box in the exhibit, indicating
the range within the exhibit that it can occupy. Based on the information in the
exhibit, it is evident that an inventory accountant should recommend installation of
the systems noted in the upper right-hand corner because they provide the best
means for collecting the highest-quality costing information that can be injected
directly into a company’s central database of costing information.
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C# 7.0 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2017

	Sharpen your knowledge of C#


	C# know-how is a must if you want to be a professional Microsoft developer. It's also good to know a little C# if you're building tools for the web, mobile apps, or other development tasks. C# 7.0 All-in-One For Dummies offers a deep dive into C# for coders still learning the...
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Content-Based Analysis of Digital VideoSpringer, 2004
Content-Based Analysis Of Digital Video focuses on fundamental issues underlying the development of content access mechanisms for digital video. It treats topics that are critical to successfully automating the video content extraction and retrieval processes, and includes coverage of:
- Video parsing, 

- Video content...
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Foundations of AjaxApress, 2005
We thought we had found the Holy Grail of software development when we started building
Web applications several years ago. Previously we had been developing thick client applications
that required a lengthy installation process every time a new version of the company’s
application was released. The application was deployed to...
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Fundamentals of Clinical Research: Bridging Medicine, Statistics and Operations (Statistics for Biology and Health)Springer, 2007

	Here is a new book on methods and issues in clinical research. Its objectives can be summarized in three points. 1. Integrate medical and statistical components of clinical research. 2. Do justice to the operational and practical requirements of clinical research. 3. Give space to the ethical implications of methodological issues in clinical...
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Building Web Sites All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
From idea to online, your key to great-looking Web sites
    Your one-stop guide to building a user-friendly site with professional flair    

    Whether you're building a site to keep in touch with others, sell products, or promote a cause, you want to make sure yours stands out in the crowd. This...
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Offshore Wind Energy Generation: Control, Protection, and Integration to Electrical SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The offshore wind sector’s trend towards larger turbines, bigger wind farm projects and greater distance to shore has a critical impact on grid connection requirements for offshore wind power plants. This important reference sets out the fundamentals and latest innovations in electrical systems and control strategies deployed in...
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